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MS MARGARET RICHARDS - The proliferation of global terrorism, and the importance of the military, federal & intelligence service. Case study 9/11.

MR GRAHAM SCIBERRAS - The concept of regionalism - a focus on Europe's regionalist project

MS JULIE LOWELL - Women’s Rights in the Middle East

MS GABRIELLE BUGEJA KAUFMANN - The American Invasion in Afghanistan: What are the Instruments for Long Lasting Peace and Stability?

MR CHRISTIAN ABELA - Terrorism Trends and Prospects in a Changing World

MR PAUL BORG - Preventive Diplomacy in the Post-Cold War era Case: Bosnia

MR ANTHONY D’AMATO - War Child: Evaluating the Military Use of Children around the World

MS MARY ZAMMIT - The Barcelona Process: 15 Years Later. What is Women’s Position in the Euromed Region.

MR MARK ANTHONY BEZZINA - The Grand Chessboard: Using Development Aid to Secure the Interests of the State.